
Viewport Essentials for IBM Maximo

Viewport Essentials works in two directions. In Viewport’s AI-powered portal, teams can call up Maximo asset 
data and work orders from documents and drawings via smart P&IDs, procedures and manuals. When working in 
Maximo, users can see which documentation mentions particular assets and view the documents and drawings 
in the embedded Viewport viewer. This provides a clear overview of all asset information, facilitating decision-
making and asset management, and improving operational efficiency among engineers and maintenance staff.

Automatic link discovery Easy access Single information portal
All asset data is automatically 

analyzed, indexed and linked, making 
it easier to manage your assets and 

operations.

Instant access to the latest documents 
and asset records anywhere, so 

engineers and operators can solve 
issues quickly.

All P&IDs and other documents from 
DMSs and network shares are linked and 
viewable, improving operational efficiency 

and limiting downtime.

About MACS About Viewport.ai
Powered by Radial SG, Viewport 
is AI-driven software that provides 
sensible technical information for man 
and machine. By showing the bigger 
picture, it enables the making of 
informed decisions, fast!

MACS are a Systems Integration 
Consultancy helping asset-intensive 
industries maximise the value of their 
assets. For more than 30 years, our 
digital transformation solutions have 
enhanced companies globally.

Contact:

www.macs.eu
+49 172 75 95 033
+31(0)639388860
info@macs.eu

Uses AI to automatically 
linklink up-to-date 
documents to your 
assets from any source, 
enhancing safety

Improve productivity 
by integrating 
Maximo information 
in smart P&IDs

Preview any type 
of file on portable 
devices in the plant

Get instant access 
to live process data, 
manuals, drawings, 
and other documents 

Search and OCR 
capabilities to find 
information more 
efficiently

Viewport Essentials 
works with your existing 
network drives, SharePoint 
instances, and other 
source systems.

Scan QR codes to go 
directly to required 
content

Markup or add 
annotation to a 
document or drawing

View all your asset information in one 
secure and accessible environment

What you get access to:


